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South Afrkan Izulu Dancers performed last Friday in MeGaw Chapel
as a part of the culmination of Africa Week. Photo by David Simboli.
Intellectual Atmosphere At Wooster
Is Considered By Students, Staff
By CHRIS LUSS
Convocation last Wednesday in
Babeock Lounge offered the oppor-
tunity to examine the4role of intel-
lectual life at Wooster, and to bring
students and faculty together to air
their questions, grievances and ob-
servations.
A very different convocation,' in
which the value of convictions
themselves were brought into ques-
tion, many moments of self-evaluati-on
as a community where shared.
A panel of students and faculty
were assembled to give their views,
then the floor was opened for dis-
cussion. The panel consisted of
James Hodges (History) chair-
man, Susan Figge (German), Tod
' Edel (Senior), Glenn Bucher (Reli-
gion), and Susan Morris' (Senior). '
Professor Figge and Susan atoms
had occupied key areas in student
activities. Each made an opening
statement trying to define, Woos-ter- 's
intellectual life.
i Edel declared it to be "very
sporatic. with little continuity."
Professor Bucher' thought it to be
"rich, diverse, uneven, incoherent
and frantic."
- Morris, stated it was difficult
because of the quarter system, with
too many things to attend, with
sporatic attendance.
Professor? Figge thought it was
"fragmented in pockets."
Reactions from the audience at-
tempted to define what is intellec
tual life and how It is related to the'
classroom and life at Wooster.
Many complained about a dualism
in the life of the student, that the
students separate the intellectual
pursuits of courses from outside
activities. ;--Professor
Figge said. "We divide
our time, it's part of our society,
into work time and play time."
A laissez-fair- e type of intellectual
life was suggested by some, that it
is up to the student to create in bii
life's search, and that it was
their responsibility. A lack of com-
munity spirit, that small-grou- ps
only participate, was suggested.- - :
Various reasons were given con
cerning the state of intellectual life
Faculty , Others Respondl
To Tenure Announcements
Some Believe
Tenure Results
Were 'Political9
The following report wit re
searched and written by sun re
porter! Barrr S. Elsenberg, Angela
nobler, Thomas Peth and Timothy
. E. Spence.
- Reaction among students and
faculty to last week's tenure deci
sions has caused a general public
outcry against the results and sup
port for members of the faculty
who were not awarded tenure.
A number of students interviewed
- in confidence by staff members of
The Wooster Voice attributed the
tenure decisions to "Selfishness on
the part of the administration to
hold the line on new spending," and
to "political biases of members of
the tenure committee and the presi
dent."
C-Res-
ults of the Voice teaure sur
rey sppesr on Psge 5.
- However, John M. Gates, a pro
fessor of history, said, "Students
have to realize that faculty must be
protected against capricious ac
tions of -- an administration. Tenure
in an academic setting protects
faculty who may be outspoken."
Gates stressed that "without ten-are- ,
the diversity among the facul-
ty would --hot be great"
in Wooster, but they all shared a
sense of undeveloped potential, of
lost opportunities and lack of unity.
The differing improvements sug-
gested, such as faculty involve
ment, were unresolved, as is ex-
pected in discussion of this type.
Some suggested increased commit-
tees, and another remarked that
"One of our problems is the com-mite- es
and bureaucratization.".'
However, from the comments giv
en, at least here the intellectual life
was being put into halting motion.
To dose the discussion, the role of
convocations were brought up. Pro-
fessor Bucher' remarked... "Convo-
cations have a great deal of varie-
ty, ' but often incoherent, lacking
focus ... they don't build commun-
ity." , -- . . . :'
The views aired at this unique
convocation, contradictor and in-
conclusive, nevertheless gave for-
um to a question that should be of
great concern to everyone who
thinks college is more than a de-
gree-
.
---
v...,
. t .y-- v
(A poll of students and faculty
conducted earlier this week found
that 77 percent of the 272 polled did
not believe that last week's tenure
decisions "were in the best interest
of the students of Wooster." See
Page 5)
Asked if budgetary matters
played a role in the tenure deci-
sions. Gates said, "I do think that
in the minds of some people the
long-ter- m impact of budgeting has
an effect on tenure decisions."
Frank O. Miller, . professor of
political science, regarded this
year's decision to tenure only three
members of the faculty Barbara
S. and James D. Burnell (econom-
ics) and Paul L. Gaus (chemistry)
as being based upon "the finan-
cial situation of the College."
Miller alluded to the economic
advantages of hiring recent univer-
sity graduates rather than paying
more to a tenured professor.
O'Leary Tallzs On Concerns
Of Success For Women
By EDITH E. McGANDY
Wednesday afternoon, Virginia
O'Leary, Director of Public Affairs
for the American Psychological As
sociation, spoke to an audience of
Wooster students and faculty on
barriers to women in achievement
specifically in the economic mar
ketplace."
O'Leary began her lecture with a
history of studies done on achieve
ment as it relates to women. She
talked about "fear of success," the
phenomenon which often prevents
women from striving high because
of the fear that they will fail. This
fear results in a tendency not to
take any form of risk, and to be set
back upon failure, further in
progress than men in similar situa-
tions upon failure.
O'Leary attributes this unwilling
ness to take risks to the fact that
women generally are not socialized
to compete from a young age, as
men are. Women see risks as
possible' failures. Often women who
do succeed are more carefully
scrutinized than men in the same
position, putting more pressure on
them than their male counterparts.
Women in such token positions are
forced to abide by male guidelines
in order to succeed in their field.
Relating to this, O'Leary cited
previous studies which have been
done claiming that success in wom-
en is attributed to factors other
than competence and .ability. She
cited Weiner's research on this
theory which discovered that suc-
cess in women is generally attribut
ed to 4uck or effort whereas the
same --degree of success in a man
wouhLoe attributed to his ability.
Conversely
..failure for a woman is
attributed to her lack of ability.
As for the suggestion that tenure
HMlnni WAV "vwiHtl.! " m mam.
ber of the faculty, who asked not to
be named,, said: "The more you
are able to uncover; the more you'll
see how political (tenure decisions)
are ... It's a reality." '
When asked whether political
biases were a factor in tenure
Judgments, Gates said, "I have no
idea of what played into the deci-
sions of tenure.".
In particular, students who were
interviewed, as well as at least one
faculty member who requested an- -
AnwmHw mail MfuMnM a tHa
denial of tenure to Marcus D.
Pohlmann as an example of the
way politics is involved in the
tenure process.
Pohlmann, of the Department of
Political Science, related his expe-
riences as a Fullbright Senior Lec-
turer to the Soviet Union in articles
Continued on Page 8
and a man's failure is attributed to
luck. -
She ' noted the effect of such a
situation being that women - are
forced to deal with failure as their
own fault, whereas men, regardless
of the cause of their failure have
developed the convenient scapegoat
of luck. - She has observed this
theory in action even among small
children. This occurs often in
sports situations for boys, in which,
even now, girls are not as competi-
tive and hence do not receive the
early training in competition that
boys do.
O'Leary cites Mary Cunningham,
formerly of Bendix Corporation as ,
a concrete example of this phenom-
enon at work. Until Cunningham
later announced -- her romantic in-
volvement with her superior Agee,
Bendix employees had no reason to
suspect that her rapid upward rise
could be attributed to anything but
her outstanding ability. Never-th-e-
less, employees immdlately susp-
ected-that her promotions (three
in fifteen months) were due to her
luck and physical attributes, rather
than ability. Societal attitudes .
about women and achievement
were exhibited in this situation
dramatically, O'Leary noted, when
press coverage oa the incident em
phasized her looks and her age
first, then Qualifications normaEv
considered first tor men, such-a- s j
education and ability.
She states that men and women
alike are "unwilling to. attribute
women's success to the same fac-
tors "as men's success. "Her resea- -
rch on the subject has focused on
what she calls "causal attrlbu-- '
tions," "entity attributions" for
Continued on Page S '.V'.',
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Terrorism And Cowardice
President Reagan's characterization of the recent bombing of .the
United States Embassy in Beirut as a "cowardly act" was indeed
apropos. Some relevant news stories point to the issue of U.S.
involvement in Lebanon as the impetus for the attack. While such a
conjecture may be quite accurate, the crux of the matter is the
increased use of terrorism implemented to achieve political ends.
Last Tuesday's lead editorial in the Wall Street Journal argued
that "Terrorism is the work of Arab factions interested in conquest,
not peace, and certainly no friends of the U.S." Perhaps Timothy E. (
Spence's suggestion that the Nuclear Freeze movement be supplant
ed by what he once termed MELT (Mobilize to Eliminate Terror) is,
after careful reconsideration, not as ill-concei- ved an idea as it first
appeared. That the freeze movement still maintains many adherents
and is not dead, as Mr. Spence suggested, is evident Maybe some of
this country's overly zealous freeze supporters should redirect their
vigor in an effort to eliminate a more immediate threat: that of
international terrorism.
Responsibility for the bombing has been assumed by a reaction-
ary Iranian Shiite Moslem faction professing loyalty to Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini that is determined to eradicate all imperialistic
influences from Lebanon, including the multinational peacekeeping
force. Doubtless, the same ignoramusses that called for direct U.S.
military involvement with Iran over the hostage crisis are once again
vociferously suggesting that a nuclear weapon be exploded over
Teheran. While such an attitude is replete with bellicosity, that
Iranian-relate- d insurgents have once again exerted their will over a
U.S. embassy may be reason enough to advocate sanctions of some
sort against Iran.
However, for the sake of diplomacy, it is not highly probable that
such measures will be either adumbrated or executed. Certainly it is
ironic that tiny coteries of radical insurgents have the ability to
partially destroy an embassy merely for the furtherance of their own
ends. Military or economic action against the Moslem regime is not
in order, as Arab hostility toward the effort to restore peace in the
Middle East would inevitably be augmented by any reprisals.
Yet it is evident that terrorism continues to flourish at the
expense of innocent individuals striving to reestablish peace in
Lebanon; Mr. Spence's MELT campaign, or a reasonable facsimile
thereof, may be deserving of -- more serious contemplation given the
developments in Beirut and the proliferation of terrorism, especially
in the Middle East. Daniel C. Howes
Greater Tolerance, Please
For the student, college is often a
time for rebelliousness. It is a time
when the needs of day to day life
are taken care of and practical
concerns may be forgotten. Surviv-
al is not the first order of import-
ance. It is in this realm, then, that
thoughts turn to the ideological:
What is wrong with the world, with
society, with our political system,
and where do we fit in?
On the typical college campus
vivid contrasts' emerge as special
interest groups become increasing-
ly egocentric in their quest to
educate fellow students and the
public to their causes. The unfor-
tunate aspect of this "hard lining"
is that it causes too many people to
close their eyes and ears to the
argument being waged. General-
ized conclusions are made instead
of informed opinions. This is to the
detriment of all groups concerned.
Recently I was involved in a
conversation with a member of the
DANESL c nowrs
EDITH E. McGANDY
CHARLES T. AXXEK3
Advertising Mgr.
Editors
general public concerning whether
the film Gandhi was just a plot by
some anti-nucle- ar group (funded by
the Soviets no doubt) to push the
U.S. along the way toward our
developing a milk-toa- st attitude.
Obviously the point had been
missed. It occurred that such an
assumption would be put forth by a
person caught up in the rhetoric of
a demonstrating society which is
good at conveying emotion but not
succinct with the facts. Of course
all that this accomplishes is a
wound-u-p society with plenty of
hatred. Hate, of course is what we
are striving to do away with.
Hopefully, as we enter the realm
of the real world with its less than
scintillating concerns, we will not
forget the ideas which were held
dearly in Wboster, but will learn to
convey all of our messages with
less affront and with :a greater
tolerance for those who disagree. '
Richard G. Durishin
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Tenure
Decisions
Depressing
Editor.
As members of the student body
we are distressed by the results of
the recent decisions concerning ten
ure and reappointment We feel
that these decisions will result in a
significant loss to the college com-
munity, particularly in the case of
Mr. Korn of the Philosophy Depart-
ment. The qualities Mr. Korn pos-
sesses as a teacher are those which
any college seeking to call itself a
liberal arts institution would have
to maintain. The standards Mr.
Korn sets for his student are very
high, but neither unattainable nor
unreasonable, given his acuity to
inspire his students to work to their
capacities and his willingness to
help them in this respect Mr. Korn
spends a great deal of time with
students on an individual basis.
While in some cases such a prac-
tice would result in the student
merely acquiring the professor's
ideas, this is not the case with Mr.
Korn: His method encourages stu-
dents to articulate and support
their own ideas.
The professional academic stan-
dards Mr. Korn clearly fulfills
should far outweigh financial con-
siderations where tenure decisions
are concerned. A college which.
wants to attract students by the
quality of its faculty and the educa-
tion it offers cannot afford aca-
demically or financially to lose a
gifted professor. Even as a method
of carrying out financial policy, the
tenure system proves inadequate.
Refusing tenure to a professor such
as Mr. Korn is for the College self-defeatin-g:
in attempting to save
money in order to maintain the
quality of the education it offers,
the College is turning away a
professor who is important to that
education.
Keith Peatland
Melanie Eckner
. - -- Dianne Topp
22, 1883
Cotton Urges
College Tenure
Reconsideration
Editor,
To the students, faculty, and
administration of the College, I
would like to express a
.
concern,
that I have, based on the adminis-
tration's recent tenure decisions.
What I would like to know, is why
tenure was refused to several ex-
cellent professors, some of whom
had been approved unanimously to
their departments for tenure, pro-
fessors who are respected .by their
colleagues and students alike for
their academic excellence.
One of the reasons given by the
administration for some of the ten-
ure refusals, was that the college
did not believe that it could afford
a long term commitment to these
faculty members. Yet, we are In-
formed in a letter from President
Copeland, explaining a tuition raise
to 19,650, that the first reason for
the raise was to allow the College
to maintain its "ability to attract
and retain superb faculty mem-
bers," but apparently this is not the
actual case. If the above statement
is the College's true goal, I would
urge the administration to reconsi-
der some of its tenure decisions.
Shawn Cotton
Box C-14- 10
Ob May . IMS, through May It, IMS, than
will be a Lowry Center Student and Faculty Ait
Show sponsored by the Stadant Activities
Board.
Criteria: Then wm be a limit of three aletta
a unai mat can oe HMuna.able to be banc and abomld be
aabmittad to SAB the week of May 1. The
deadline for entries is I n.aa. an May & Caenpiece of media must ban a label form filled
out and turned m to the Directors Office or the
SAB Office. All works will be banc at the
discretion of too SAB Art Committee.
Tms will bo an owtttng show and wtn gtn
students and faculty a chaneo to show off their
eroathro talents Please takon advantage of this
onfjortaaity by submit tins your works!
i I i iemwwaewmwhBmeUm'
rsv;
Voice Quote
Not Accurate
To the Editor :
I would Hie to commend the
editors of the Voice for their at-
tempt to give a lucid account of the
recent tenure decisions.
However, in such a controversial
matter it behooves a publication to
take infinite pains to quote precise-
ly and accurately. Although I do
not agree with his decision, I do not
believe President Copeland would
stoop to innuendo to explain why he
overrode the recommendations of
the Teaching Staff and Tenure
Committee.' . He must have been
misquoted and the Voice should
rectify the error promptly.
LoisG.MeCall
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Compiled by Chris Lose
BEIRUT Lebanese authorities
say four suspects have been taken
into custody in the bombing of the
U.S. Embassy in Beirut The an-
nouncement came as the count of
known and presumed dead in Mon
day's blast reached 60. 17 of them
American. The statement came
from Foreign Minister Elie Salem,
who wouldn't name their nationali
ties or where they were arrested.
Several Islamic terrorist groups,
many pro-Irania- n, have claimed
responsibility. Several prominent
leaders, including Senator Barry
Goldwater, have urged the U.S. to
withdraw from Lebanon, and de
bate on this is currently going on.
WASHINGTON President Rea
gan has signed into law a bill
designed to save the Social Security
system. Reagan declared. "Older
Americans no longer need worry
about their checks being stopped,
Tip O'Neill, House . Speaker, de-
clared it "the greatest act ever
passed by Congress." The law
speeds up the payroll tax hikes.
delays cost of living increases for
Social Security recipients, puts new
federal workers into the system
and raises the retirement age for
workers in their 48 s or younger.
WASHINGTON The Supreme
Court dealt a severe blow to the
atomic power industry Wednesday,
unanimously ruling that states may
ban nuclear plant construction until
a safe method of disposing of radio
active wastes has been developed.
California and seven --other states
have effectively halted such con-
struction until a disposal method
Jias been found.
WARSAW Polish riot police
routed over 1,000 supporters of
Solidarity who were demonstrating
in an unofficial ceremony marking
the 40th anniversary of the uprising
of the Polish Jews against the
Nazis. At least three people were
detained, including former Leader
of Solidarity Lech Walesa. Cardinal
Josef Glemp had met in Gdansk
with Walesa. He was detained nine
hours, according to his wife.
PEKING The Vietnam border
was shelled by China along a sec-
ond front, reported the official Xin-
hua news agency. The bombard-
ments were from Yunnan province
and followed an artillery barrage
from neighboring Guangzi province
on Vietnamese targets. China has
charged Vietnam with continued
across-bord- er shelling and warned
Hanoi that "aggression against
China must be stopped at once."
WASHINGTON Reagan sought
MX funds, backing a plan to deploy
100 of the missiles. The president
requested for the third time in 18
months that the nuclear weapons
be deployed. A panel has requested
,that 10-warh- ead missiles be based
"in existing Minuteman silos and
research be started on a one-warhe- ad
missile. The cost is estimated
at $19.9 billion over 5 years. Saying
"now is the time to act," Reagan
said the MX missile use could
result in a new arms-contr- ol accord
with the Soviets.
WASHINGTON Added aid of
$50 million to El Salvador request-
ed by Reagan was blocked by the
House Foreign Affairs paneL This
was to be in addition to $28 million
for 1983. Reagan had asked for $138
million. Earlier in the week. Presi-
dent Reagan denied that the U.S.
was attempting to topple the leftist
Nicaraguan government, in .reply
to a congressional mandate which
bans sending covert aid. -
Dear Editor,
When I was considering Wooster
as a college choice, my decision
rested on the quality of education
here. I did not hear about the
school through its sports program
or its futuristic computer network,
rather I came because I understood
Wooster to be a challenging aca-
demic institution.
My decision was well-found- ed
and I can't begin to compliment the
quality of its faculty. Therefore, it
distresses me to learn of the recent
tenure cuts. I for one would like to
know the reasons for dismissal
were not the result of Trustee
corner-cuttin- g. I would like to know
that universally respected profes-
sors like Fred Korn are not being
axed because the college is putting
its financial resources into hooking
up a computer system.
I realize that by drawing uus
comparison I am opening myself to
attack. Perhaps I am jumping to
conclusions and the two things have
nothing in common. Yet I believe
the new computer system is indica-
tive of an attitude which has per
meated our society. We have be
come so enamoured by technology
that we are losing sight of what
really makes life worth living and
that is human interaction. How is it
that for nearly: a century students
at Wooster have got along witnout
computers? It is. because .of. the
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Towne Contests Miano's Analysis
Of Rachmaninoff's Works, Popularity
Editor:
While the Voice is usually not
considered to be a humorous jour-
nal, printing Mr. John Miano's
contribution ("Rachmaninof : Popu-
lar After 40 Years") has certainly
led to many a belly laugh for-Woost- er
students. A more laugha-
ble article on a musical topic could
hardly be found.
The hilarity can be derived from
several sources: the silly reasoning
and conclusions arrived at (gems
like "While the music of other
composers of bis age was in gener-
al disliked, Rachmaninof's was
loved by the public. This probably
generated a great deal of resent-
ment" and the "Fourth Concerto is
the least frequently played. I have
no reason why except that maybe
the other three are liked better."),
the Juggling with the spelling of the
subject's name (Rachmaninof,
Rachmaninov, Rachmoninov not
to mention the commonly accepted
spelling: Rachmaninoff. Further,
what is the "Chaikowskii" crap
anyway?) the poorly written and
styled prose, and the subject of the
article itself.
To vindicate the work of a com-
poser solely on the basis of hisher
perceived popularity is to step out
on a fragile limb much further than
what is generally considered safe
for one's neck. Rachmaninoff (note
the spelling) is popular granted.
But so is Lawrence Welk. While I
have no desire to condemn by
association, I do wish to note that
to judge the merits of artistic work
by the tastes of the public is
foolhardy. Any dispassionate and
objective observer should be able
to recognize quickly that classical
music programming (i.e., the
choosing of works to be played) is
more often than not made to suit
the listening tastes of the audience.
Thus, the "top forty" syndrome is
evident in classical music. We are
continually bombarded by the old
war-hors- es Beethoven, Mozart,
Mendelssohn and Dvorak, to name
a few. The bold, adventurous, and
eminently beautiful and worthy
works of important composers are
passed over as these works are
viewed as dissonant and difficult to
listen to by an audience attuned to
"easy listening." Some works sell
tickets, others cannot.
This myopic and stupid phenome-
non is the fruit of the kind of
thinking exhibited by Mr. Miano.
his reverence for the good old-fashion- ed
popular favorites like
Rachmaninoff and, no doubt, a
select few other composers of
"Beautiful works" is the plague
which the music world has had to
encounter in the last century. And
while Mr. Miano goes to great
lengths to praise the works of
Rachmaninoff, let me take a mo-
ment to vilify them.
Tenure Decisions Are
Focus Of Concern
I (and others) find the composi-
tions of Rachmaninoff to be boring,
tedious, and sorely lacking in musi-
cal content Words I am fond of
using to describe his compositions
are: kitsch, greasy, schmalz, and
worthless. I can hardly believe that
Walter Piston was motivated byjealousy when he characterized
Rachmaninoff s Second Piano Con-
certo as "junk." I believe it is, and
I'm not motivated by jealousy in so
stating.
Therefore, Mr. Miano, I ask you
to consider the following before you
write another illuminating and in-
sightful essay on Rachmaninoff. 1
humbly submit that the composer
in question wrote some of tne most
tired compositions in the literature.
primarily because these works
high caliber of educators at this
school. I would ask President Cope- -
land and the trustees who they
expect to use the new terminals to
be placed in every office, if they
continue to undermine the school's
highest attribute its faculty?
Martin MeDougan
WASHINGTON The Senate ap-
proved Kenneth Adelman as the
new chief of arms control, 57-4-2.
Supporters have said the battle
over bis appointment could limit
his effectiveness, while opponents
have predicted that the Soviets will
campaign in Europe that his ap-
pointment points to a lack of drive
for arms control by the U.S. Tass,
the official Soviet news agency,
declared the confirmation .took
"fierce arms-twistin- g" by the
White House and called Adelman
"an outright hawk."
Interested in working on next fall's
new student orientation program? Stu-
dent Orientation Committee (SOC) ap-
plications are now available at the
Lowry Center Front Desk and in the
Deans' Office. Completed applications
should be returned to the Deans' Office
no later than 5 p.m. on Friday, April 22.
For further information, contact Caro-
line Smith. at.Extension 2009.
sound like late nineteenth century
gush. Other composers of his day
were advancing music and writing
new works and sounds of great
beauty and intelligence, but Rach-
maninoff was stuck in the backwa-
ters of romanticism, unwilling to
step out of it and progress to better
things. I would wish that you,
unlike your hero, would attempt to
expand your horizons and use more
intelligence in the future.
Stephen Towne
EDITOR'S NOTE: A quick check
of various music reference books
turned up four different spellings of
the great Russian composer: Rach-
maninof, Rakhmaninov, Rachmani-
noff AND Rachmaninov. Sorry yon
did not like any of the ones we
used. The reason for the different
spellings is the fact the VOICE
copy is edited by several different
people with their own spellings. As
for the spelling of the other great
Russian composer we found a total
of eight different spellings. Sorry
yon do no like the "Ch", but the
copyright office uses it to list his
works. You might need to get a
new music dictionary with listings
of the different spellings of names
originally written in Cyrillic.
Sorry you have no taste in music.
Raber Commended
For Removing
Food Chemical
Editor.
The freshener or anti-browni- ng
agent Food Service and the Woo-
ster Inn were using for several
years was found to contain sodium
bisulfite. This chemical can be
dangerous to one's health. This
freshener is used to keep some
fruits and vegetables fresh and to
prevent discoloration. Mostly, it is
used at salad bars.
In a letter sent to Food Service
Director Howard Raber by the Ohio
State Restaurant Association, the
association suggested that "the use
of any anti-browni- ng agent be dis-
continued for the present During
the course of a review from the
Food and Drug Administration, it
has become apparent that this sub-
stance may present a health hazard
for some people. By discontinuing
its use, you will protect your pa-
trons from any possibility of hazard
and eliminate any chance of liabili-
ty."
Following the letter from the
Ohio State Restaurant Association,
Mr. Raber received a notification
from the National Association of
College and University Food Serv-
ices (NACUFS) on the danger of
sodium bisulfite. They stated that
"this substance may present a
health hazard for some people.
Although only a small number of
people, primarily asthmatics, are
likely to be affected, the effects can
be drastic. It has been reported
that sulfiting agents have caused
near-fat- al reactions, including
wheezing, .severe shortness of
breath and even coma."
For precautionary measures, Mr.
Raber ordered that "this product is
to be removed from our shelves
and is not to be used under any
circumstances." I believe Mr. Ra-
ber is to be commended for his fast
action . and , precautionary mea-
sures.
. ;., ,
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Here
At
. Wooster
Dr. Chand To
Glvo Convocation
By SUSAN FIGGS
Wooster has been both affection
ately and critically labeled The
Place Apart But the Place Apart
cannot ana aoes not ignore tne
wider world and the Issues which
preoccupy the majority of the.
globe. Our primarily western cen-
tered curriculum and American
points of view are enormously en-
riched and expanded by the pres-
ence on his campus of a creative
and energetic group of internation
al students, who add immeasura-- .
bly to our cultural and intellectual
life. Witness the recently well
planned and highly successful Afri
ca Week activities.
ft la inralncr1v n mnniitiML
tv in nmvUi edneaHnnal rrvrt.
ences that prepare us for living in.
the wider world when we leave the
Place Apart and that world does
not end with the borders of the
United States. How do we achieve
the necessary global literacy the
kills in linvuif and enltnral
analysis, the knowledge of our
world neighbors that will mean
survival for all of us in the Twenty- -
first century?
At Wednesday's convocation Day- -
al Chand, Dean of Students at Alma
College, Michigan, will discuss
Education for a World . Without
Borders." Dr. Chand holds an MA
degree in Geography from St
John's College, Agra, India, and an
MAT degree in Sociology and Edu
cational counseling from The Col-
lege of Wooster. He earned his
Ph.D. in Student Personnel Serv-
ices from Southern Illinois Univer-
sity at Carbondale. He has particu
lar interests In inter-cultur- al
training and program development
and in cross-cultur- al counseling,
and has published widely and
presented many papers on culture
shock and orientation and re-ent- ryprograms for International Stu-
dents.
Holocaust Romombranco
How do good people survive In an
evil world? The question Is Macbia-velli'- s.
It takes on new significance
in the 20th century context of mass
agitation, mass movements, mass
murder and the Final Solution.
This week we continue our-- Re-
membrance of the Holocaust Illu-
minating its origins and the dynam-
ics of its success with one of the
most powerful tools which we as a
learning community have at our
command clear and creative
' Continued on Page
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Plugging In:
The (Right)Computer Performs
The Most Basic Of Tasks
BY PETER HAVHOLM
The bank and I never quite agree
about how much of my-mone- y it
has. I learned long ago, however.
. that if I wanted to do anything in
life besides correspond with bank
officers. I had better assume the
bank was right. That means I have .
to add a bunch of figures and
subtract the result from something
else every month, and I can never
remember what you're supposed to
subtract from what or which result
is supposed to match the number in
my check register. They always
tell you how to do this on the back
of the bank statement, but not
clearly enough for me.
Part III in a series on
computers and computing.
It got to the point where, every
month, I worked through those
figures four or five times to make
certain I would not get insulting
mail from the bank and enraged
holders- - of bounced checks. And
since I resented having to use any
mental effort on such a mass of
trivia anyway, I usually ended the
sessions in a rotten mood, a burden
to my family.
OK. One of those little nagging
life problems that mature people
learn how to live with, right? May-
be. But also a perfect problem for a
computer. The computer is terrific
at adding long columns of figures
and brilliant about remembering
which total to subtract from what
and what the result is supposed to
match up with.
Now, using three of the basic
devices that together make up what
most people think of as "a compu-
ter," I can do this dumb task much
faster than I used to do it by hand
and, far more important, without
devoting any thought to it. Using
one of the first programs I wrote
for my little home computer, I
follow "the instructions the comput-
er gives me (which do not require
me to think) and the result appears
on my screen. That makes for one
fewer irritation in my life and a
nice little thrill of accomplishment
every month: "Ho, ho, bank. Once
again, I have coped with your
system at no expense to my psy-
che."
The three basic devices, all of
which you will need if you want to
compute, are the console (which
includes a keyboard and the com-
puter's "brain" and memory), a
screen, and a storage device a
cassette recorder in my case,
though a disk drive is the method
of choice.("Storage device" requires some
quick comment The program or
information the computer holds in
its working memory disappears
forever when you turn it off. You
could write it down on a piece of
paper and type it all in again when
you next turn on the computer, but
an easier way is to store it elec-
tronically on either a cassette tape
or a disk. It takes minutes to put
stuff on a cassette tape that would
take seconds to put on a disk. And
it is much easier to find informa-
tion on a disk than on a cassette.
But disk drives often add $400 or
more each to the cost of a system.
Cassette tape recorders run from
$30 to $50 if you don't already own
one, and the cable to connect one to
your computer, sometimes thrown
in free, costs about the same.)
When you buy a computer, you
will need those three things and
two more: An RS232C interface and
a terminal emulator program. Life
with your .computer and Wooster-N- et
will probably be a little happier
if you also make sure you can
generate 80-colu- mn lines on the
screen.
The key to successful shopping
for a computer is to ask the right
questions. You don't really have to
know more than superficially what
they mean, but you must be deter-
mined to get firm, yesno answers.
If the sales person answers in
machine language, ask again.
An "interface" is like a telephonejack. A communications device or
a printer connects through it to
your computer. WoosterNet will
talk to your computer only through'
an RS232C interface. As a rule, a
computer of 16K or larger either
comes with one of these sockets on
it or can be connected to a separate
device that functions as its socket.
The question to ask is: "Does it
have a built-i- n RS232 interface or
do I have to buy that separately?"
A terminal emulator program
makes your computer look like a
terminal to another computer. The
better ones allow you to select the
kind of terminal you want to look
like. If you want to talk to Woos-ter- 's
new VAX, you will want your
computer to look like a DEC VT100
terminal. The question here is,
"Will this program allow my com-
puter to emulate a VT100? I am
going to want to use programs
residing on a VAX 11750."
The Apple 11 comes with a 40-colu- mn
screen. The Osborne comes
with a 52-colu- mn screen. The DEC
Rainbow comes with 80 columns.
For extra money, both the Apple
and the Osborne (along with many
others which start with less than 80
columns) can be modified to dis-
play 80 columns.
If you do not plan ever to do word
processing, you might get along
without 80 columns. But even then,
the programs on the VAX will
assume that you have lines that
long. Your 40-colu- mn screen will
display 80-colu- mn lines in 40-colu- mn
pieces: readable, but occa-
sionally confusing. The question is:
"Does it come with an 80-colu- mn
screen or do I have to buy that
extra?"
The next question is: "Could you
please show me how that works?"
As I suggested last week, you
should not plan on being able to use
written instruction manuals with
ease. Further, if the salesperson
cannot teach you to make it work,
your chances of teaching yourself
are limited.
Even if you know about comput-
ers, showing off in the store is
unwise. Failure in human commu-
nications about computers is most
often caused by one person's as-
suming that the other knows more
than she really does. Be like Socra-
tes: vigorous in declaiming what
you do not know and in demanding
to be taught
The minimum you should ask to
have demonstrated to you, then, is
16K, a screen or a connector for
your TV set, an RS232 interface, a
terminal emulator program that
will allow you to converse with
Wooster's VAX, and 80 columns. I
guarantee that you will not be
satisfied with less than that
Unfortunately, however, that set-
up, which can now . be purchased
for about $800 and gets less expen-
sive every week as new models
come out, will not do much word
processing or very complicated fi-
nancial modelling. Nor will it run
any language but BASIC. That
means you ought to ask one last
question: "Can I expand the capa-
bility of this machine? How much?
And how much will that cost?"
Those are the basics:
Console with 16K RAH
Screen
Storage Device
RS-23- 2 Interface
80 columns.
AAACON AUTO
TRANSPORT
Travel Almost
California, Texas, Florida
Arizona
Other --States
CaH 1-449-
-5751
NOW AVAILABLE
Indexes from past years.
1980 and 1SJ81 Wooster
annuals for S10 ea.
Available at the Index
office in Lowry daily
from 1:00 to 5:00,
evenings after
7:00.
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Chand To Speak
During India Week
The Wooster-Indi- a Committee
has invited Dr, Anand K. Dyal
Chand to the College of Wooster as
the India-Wee-k speaker. Dr. Chand
is currently the Dean of Students at
Alma College, Alma. Michigan. A
native of India, he bridges the gap
between the East and West. Since
moving to the United States, he has
held many responsible positions in
several academic institutions. He
has been Residence Supervisor,
Foreign Student Adviser, Guidance
Counselor, and now the Dean of
Students at Alma College.
Dr. Chand will be the convocation
speaker on Wednesday, April 27.
His topic is: "Education for a
World Without Borders." His area
of academic expertise is "Interna-
tional Education." While in Woo-
ster, Dr. Chand will give several
talks 'and lectures. Oa Thursday,
April 28, he will deliver the India-Wee-k
lecture entitled, "From Gan-
dhi to K"g and Beyond." This
lecture is open to all students,
faculty and public.
Dear
Career
What Is a credential file?
A credential file is a folder in the
CPPS files that is initiated by the
student It should contain a re-
sume, letters of reference (three
letters from professors, two from
employers or people that you have
tAvVftil nrJtk m n. motuaaw nuu iv icvviuiuowcuf mtranscript (if it is requested from
the registrar's office), and teaching
evaluations when applicable .
Who should have one?
It is never too soon to start your
file. Freshmen and sophomores can
use it to get summer jobs and off-camp-us
internships. It should be
regularly updated. This means get-
ting letters from professors' and
1 - AV.
.1...1.Wemployers as suuu a uic uajuuis terminated and not five months
later when the memory is not as
fresh. Juniors and seniors should
prepare their credential files in
preparation for application for Jobs
and graduate schools. Seniors
should keep in mind that most
graduate schools will expect three
academic references.
How does CPPS use the file?
It is possible for a graduate
school or a prospective employer to
request these files, as may the
student. In either case, the file will
be sent out with all relevant infor-
mation in a professional looking
package. The first five sets are free
and after that there is a service
charge of 12.
im u usciui uier griuuiuuuiThe file remains intact after you
graduate, and students can contin-- ,
ue to request that the file be sent.
Students should be sure to update
their file and if they go on to
graduate school, it is suggested
that they create a new file there. '
An informational column written
cooperatively by Voice Stan mem-
bers Don Sandford and Edith Mc-Gand- y,
'and CPPS.
2680 Cleveland Rd.
FF&EE
DELDVEFuY!
Delivery Hoars
Mon.-Thurs.-5:- 00 PM-10:- 30 PM
PM PMFri. -- Sat. -- 5:00 -- 12:30
fSun. 5:00-10:3- 0
$2.00 off any largo pi
with studont I.D.
mm
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Faculty v Others Respond w
ToTenure Announcements Tf PP IT! C
Continued from Page 1
which appeared in both The Daily
Record and The Wooster Voice.
These articles elicited responses
and letters, many of a negative
nature, in both newspapers. Some
have thus aneciilated that the ripni--
al of tenure for Pohlmann stemmed
from these articles.
"I have always understood the
College to be dedicated to tolera-
tion, even encouragement of widely
varying ideologies and methodolo-
gies," said Pohlmann.
7 i
V
Xy
Ifareas D. Pohlmann
' Also, speculation has arisen, es-
pecially among a number of politi-
cal science students, that Pohl--
mann's relationship with President
Copeland could have affected the
tenure decision.
Pohlmann serves as advisor to
Judicial Board.
"We did have some significant
disagreements over issues arising
from Judicial Board cases, but I
would trust he is mature enough to
put that behind us," Pohlmann
said. .;. --.-
Copeland, who was in Texas on
College business, was not available
for comment
In addition to Pohlmann, D. Stev-
ens Garlick, Frederick Korn, Ar-
thur Marangi, Carol Roose, and
Joel Wilkinson were not granted
tenure.
Marangi could not be reached for
comment, while the others ab-
stained from making public state-
ments.
Of the three granted tenure by
the Teaching Staff and Tenure
Committee, Copeland, and the
Board of Trustees, James Burnell
said, "I have no objections to the
way the (tenure) system is."
Gaus said that "tenure is a ne-
cessity, but it's a tragedy for those
who don't get it"
However, one member of the
faculty, who asked not to be identi-
fied, cited problems with the tenure
system not only at Wooster, but at
other institutions as well. "Tenure
has driven a lot of good people out
of the profession. A number get out
of academia because they didn't
want to move every five or six
years.
"Something has to give; creative
alternatives must be developed,"
the source said.
TENURE SURVEY RESULTS
Of the students and faculty surveyed by
mail last Monday and Tuesday, 272 submitted
responses to The Wooster Voice. The following
are the questions asked, and the number andpercentages . responding to the questions. Per-
centages are rounded to the next highest
number. Not all those surveyed responded to
every question.
1. Do you believe that the tenure decisions
reflect the best interests of the students at
Wooster? Yes: 58 (22); No: 209 (77);
Undecided: 5 (1).
2. Do you feel that the students should play
a more active role in the process of evaluating
members of the faculty? Y: 189 (83); N: 36(16); u: 2(1).
3. Should the College alter its tenure policy
so that, tenured faculty are not guaranteed
automatic job security? Y: 173 (64); 83(31); 15 (5). rSome of the comments included with sur
veys were: "The president alone should not be
allowed to exercise control over final tenure
decisions." One respondent suggested that "the
politics be removed from tenure decisions." A
member of the faculty suggested that the
College phase out the tenure system and grant
five year contracts.
One respondent said: "We nave the right to
know why - they were not granted tenure."
Another remarked: "President Copeland cer
tainly has the best interests of the College in
mind. One must respect his decision
for Th Wooatar Voted
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German Professor Susan Figge (1), Senior Susan
Morris, Religion Professor Glenn R. Bucher, Senior
Tod Edel and History Professor James A. Hodges
-
- t
1
i
-
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discuss intellectual life at Wooster in last Wednes-
day's convocation, held in Babcock Lounge. Photo
by David SimbolL J -- -
Bad Grades Tie In With Aid
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)
The government will soon force
colleges to strip students with bad
grades of their federal financial
aid, at least if a congressional
advisory committee gets its way.
The National Commission on Stu
dent Financial Assistance, created
three years go to draw up student
aid bills for Congress, last week
recommended series of new aca-
demic rules that colleges would
have to impose on aid recipients.
Colleges, the commission said,
often don't take aid away from
students who don't make "satisfac-
tory academic progress" toward
their degrees because of bad
grades. .
"Our records seem to point out
khat the standards are not moni
tored very closely," says commis-
sion spokeswoman Susan Turner.
The proposed new rules are "an
attempt to get (schools) to make it
clear to students what the stan-
dards are," adds Tom Wolanin, an
O'Leary Speaks
On Success
For Women
Continued from Page 1
men. and a "dispositional attribu-
tion" for women. She says that
"men and women agree that cau sal
explanations are different" for the
behavior of men and women.
Causal attribution for achieve-
ment in this way becomes a prob-
lem for women in the job market --
she concludes, as superiors feel '
that luck related achievement need
not be rewarded as highly as
achievement. .She acknowledges
that this process is largely uncon-
scious, but the damage to women in
business is great. This fact is
reflected by women's salaries in
1983 which are 40 of what men's
salaries for the same position are.
She also notes that this figure has
not changed, expect to worsen
slightly, in the past three decades.
The jobs which women hold, aK,:
though women are now a substan-
tial part of the work force, are low
level clerical, sales and service.
aide to commission member Rep.
William Ford (D-Mi- ).
In January, 1982, the Government
Accounting Office (GAO) estimated
that as . many as 45 percent of the
nation's college aid officers may
not monitor aid recipients' grades
stall.
Among the 5,800 transcripts the
GAO surveyed in 1982, it ' found
some students with grade point
averages as low as .11 still getting
aid.
To assure that grade standards
are observed, the commission
wants Congress to require schools
to publish minimum
course, attendance and grade
requirements for federal financial
aid.
Colleges would also have to iden-
tify students as part-tim- e or full-tim-e.
set up provisions to account for
dropped courses in computing eligi-
bility nd to allow for grade ap
peals, and bar aid to students
don't. get. their degrees within a
certain period of time, Wolanin
explains.
The schools would then have to
sumit a report to the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education on each aid
recipient's academic progress.
Turner says.
The Sole
Sibling
Editor,
.
Betsy Fenderson visited her two '
older sisters Mary and Susan last
"Siblings", weekend. Mary and Bet-
sy participated in the siblings
game, a take-of- f of the newlywed
game.
Although Betsy and Vary thought
that they were well prepared for
the game they were not ready for
such questions as "What did your
father say the first time you asked
for the car" and "what was the
name of your sibling's first date?"
Betsy, a Utile sibling aged 12, has
yet to drive or date.
Interviewed Sunday afternoon,
Betsy remarked that the Siblings
Game was "stupid." that the best
part of the weekend was getting
away from her parents and that
Saturday night at Ichabod's "was
the worst"
Betsy has been visiting Wooster
for three years and had previously '
mentioned that she loves Ichabod's.
Her older, sisters' responses were
that Betsy could have come to
campus any other weekend and not
been disappointed.
Elisabeth M. Koreman
Conf I s Tavornlit Pittsburgh Ave.
242-43- 2
Pizza & Pizza to go
On the corner off Palmer and Pittsburgh
Just follow Palmer south front tho college
golf course to second traffic light .
Thursday Night Is Special Draught Night
Buy by the glass or pitcher
Buy one submarine sandwich at regular price '
and purchase second at half price .
Sunday Nights With student I.D.
gat $ 1.C3 off any slza pizza V
Monday-Sunday- s S:C9 pm to 2x39 am :- -.
carry-ou- t boor until 2:39 em
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BUI St John, recipient of a statejazz award. Photo by Timothy E.
Spence.
Wooster CR's
Attend Meeting
In Columbus
Last Saturday several members
of the Wooster College Republican
Club traveled to Columbus to at-
tend the 1983 Ohio College Republi-
can state convention. The annual
convention is the most important
function of Ohio College Republi-
cans.
With Wooster having one of the
larger College Republican clubs in
the state, the votes of the Wooster
delegation proved to be influential
in determining both the final out-
come of the 1983 platform and the
future direction of Republican poli-
tics in the state.
The final draft of the platform
reaffirmed support for the Reagan
Administration and urged the Pres-
ident to continue with his present
policies, as they have led to eco-
nomic recovery and stronger re-
spect for the United States in the
world community. The platform
also supported increased military
spending and opposed the Nuclear
Freeze resolution as a detriment to
legitimate arms reduction propos-
als.
The expansionary, foreign policy
of the Soviet Union along with the
use of chemical warfare and slave
labor by that country were also
condemned on the platform.
With respect to state politics, the
delegates present agreed to work
for the repeal of the 90 income
tax surcharge imposed by the Ce-
leste Administration and the Demo
cratic state legislature.
Also at the convention, Wooster
College Republican President War-
ren A. Seidel was elected to the
oosition of Vice-Chairm- an of the
Ohio College Republican Federa
tion.
St. John Wins Jazz Award
Bill St John walked away with
"Outstanding Woodwind Perform-
ance" award at the Central Ohio
Jazz Festival at OSU last Sunday.
Mac Squire won an honorable men-
tion as guitar soloist St John,
tenor saxophonist was in competi-
tion with musicians from Ohio
State, Denison, Baldwin-Wallac- e,
Duquesne. West Virginia, and
Bowling Green.
The College of Wooster Jazs En-
semble was chosen as one of 10
college division bands to play in
Weigel Hall with three members of
the U.S. Air Force "Airmen of
Note" acting as judges. Those
judges were favorably impressed
as illustrated by comments such as
"Good feel and ensemble sound,"
"I like the choice of music." "Nicejob," "Students enjoy playing,"
"Band has good tope."
Director Stuart Ling commented
he was pleased with the way the
ensemble played. "We were ner-
vous in a strange hall and up
against stiff competition, but we
settled down and did fine. I was
particularly happy that the judges
enjoyed the variety of our music. A
broad-brus- h approach is certainly
one of our objectives.
All present had a rare opportuni-
ty to hear the outstanding Universi-
ty of Illinois Jazs Band, which
performed as a guest group. The
proceedings were brought to a
close on Sunday night with a con-
cert by the top high school and
college bands (West Virginia), the
number one OSU ensemble, and the
Airmen of Note.
I . J
Daniel D. Parmelee, 91. of Wooster, will be honored at Saturday
night's performance of the Wooster Symphony Orchestra. Tomor-
row's program begins at 8:15 in McGaw Chapel. News Services
Photo.
Tonight is the David Johanson
Show. Have you bought
your tickets yet?
1
Orchestra --
To Perform
Sat. Evening
On Saturday evening, April 23, at
8:15 p.m. in McGaw Chapel, the
Wooster Symphony Orchestra will
perform an orchestral chamber
concert dedicated to the Orches-
tra' founder, Daniel D. Parmelee,
who started the group in 1915!
Formerly a professor at Wooster.
Parmelee now teaches violin pri-
vately in Wooster (his 9,923rd stu-
dent!) at the age of 9L
The concert will feature senior
Janet Harriman. harpist, perform-
ing Ravel's Introduction and Alle-
gro. The piece is a miniature con-
certo for strings, flute and clarinet
the latter performed by Linda
Beane and John Washam. both of
COW. Also featured will be Robert
Hamilton, violinist Assistant Pro-
fessor of Music and concertm aster
of the Wooster Symphony, and
James Byo, oboist and Director of
Instrumental Music at Wooster
High School. Hamilton and Byo will
perform the Bach Double Concerto
in C Minor.
Wagner's Siegfried Idyll opens
the concert chosen to celebrate the
centennial of the composer's death.
Written for a chamber orchestra of
16 pieces, Wagner wrote it as a
birthday present for his wife, Cost-m- a,
and had it performed on the
staircase of their villa on Christ-
mas morning (Cosima's birthday).
The piece suggests a lullaby for
their son, Siegfried, who was one
year old at the time.
The Orchestra will complete the
program with the very well-kno- wn
favorite, Finlandia by Jean Sibel-
ius, utilizing the full orchestra. It is
said that this piece stirred such
patriotic emotion when first per-
formed in Helsinki in 1899 that the
Russian government prohibited fu-
ture performances for fear of dem-
onstrations.
The concert is free to students
and college personnel. General ad-
mission is S3. On May 14, the
Orchestra will join with the Woo-
ster Concert Choir under Dale
Moore to perform. Verdi's Requiem
Mass.
campus
culture
April 23-3- 0
SATURDAY 23
Water Colors,
Maiga Lipomanls
.
Lowry Center (through May 7)
MONDAY 25
India Pageant
Lowry Center Pit, 7 p.m.
TUESDAY 2S
The German-Jewis- h Dialogue:
A Historian's Perspective --
George Mosse University of Wis-
consin,
Madison Hebrew University, Jeru-
salem
Mateer Auditorium, 8:15 p.m.
"Taj Mahal" and "India and the
Infinite"
Film, Lowry Center Pit 6:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY 27
Sexuality, Myth, and German
Politics
George Mosse
Discussion, Lean Lecture Room, 2
,VWr.-- , V.W VvTv; t.tj.tUsW-i:'- .
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Senior Janet Harriman win 11 per-
form Ravel's "Introduction and Al-
legro" at tomorrow night's per-
formance of the Wooster Symphony
Orchestra. News Services Photo.
DANCE TICKETS ON SALE
Tickets are on sale now for
"Dance Formations," the spring
concert by The College of Wooster
Dance Company April 28-3-0 at 8:15
p.m. in the Shoolroy Theater. Tick-
ets are S3 and are available
through Freedlander Box Office,
open 12-- 2 p.m. and 4-- 6 p.m. week-- :
days and 10-- 1 p.m. Saturday at
(216) 263-224- 1.
Directed by Jean-An- n Marshall,
instructor of dance at the College,
the concert offers a variety of
dance styles .in an intimate experi-
mental theater setting.
Education for a World Without
Borders
Dayal Chand
Dean of Students. Alma College,
Michigan
Mateer Auditorium. 10 a.m.
Plays from the Indian Epics
Krishna Players
Lowry Center Pit 6:30 p.m.
THURSDAY 28
Gandhi, King and Beyond
Dayal Chand, Alma College
Lean Lecture Room, 8 p.m.
College of Wooster Dance Con-
cert -
Directed by Jean-An- n Marshall --
Freedlander Theatre, 8:15
Admission charge
' FRIDAY 29
"Ragtime." 7 and 10 p.m.
College of 'Wooster . Dance Con-
cert(see Thursday for details)
SATURDAY 30
Wooster Scot Band
Stuart J. Ling, Director
McGaw Chapel. 8:15 ,
Admission charge
"Ragtime," 7 and 10 p.m.
College of Wooster Dance Con- -
cert i. ''
'(see Thursday for deatr ?::;:;: V J t
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Members of the New York Catholic Youth Choir,
the Wooster High School Choir, and the Wooster
Choral perform at last. Saturday's Three Choir
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Ivy Leaguers Get Snobbier
McGaw ChapeL The program was
with the College's Siblings'
by David SimbolL
Student Guides More Specialized
PROVIDENCE, RI (CPS) The
escalating cost of going to college
has raised student stress levels,
intensified competition for aid,
sparked a huge migration from
private to cheaper public rolleges
and, finally, produced, something
brand new. .'
The-ever-more-specialis-
ed stu-
dent guide to choosing a college,"
and then getting the most for the
student's money from it.
The once-exclusi- ve domain of
- Barron's. College Board, Lovejoy's
and Peterson's guides to colleges
known as the Big Four in college
directory circles r-- was invaded
'earlier in 1982 by a couple of
irreverent, subjective entries.
Now students at two universities
are writing guides for certain kinds
of students.
This fall, Everywoman's Guide to
Colleges and Universities and The
Black Student's Guide to Colleges
will debut at bookstores.
They are markedly different
from the Big' Four which dryly
offer reams of studiedly objective
information on thousands of cam
puses and the Yale insider's
Guide to Colleges and the Newcome
York Times' - Selective Guide to
Colleges and Universities which
may poke fun at a school's quality
of teaching, criticize --dull social
scenes, say bad things abort curri-
cula, or even say if it's safe to eat
in the cafeterias.
"We just felt there was a need
for a no-nonse- nse guide for black
students," says Barry Beckham,
the Brown University professor
who is editing the Black Student's
Guide. "A black student trying to
decide on a college could have no
idea about the environment', tone
and emotions of a campus from the
traditional college guide."
The Everywoman's Guide is also
"a very serious guide, filled with
straight-forwar- d, information."
says Arlene Winnick of the. Femin-
ist Press, which publishes the book
from the State. University of New
York-Ol- d Westbury. - - .
Both new guides used a combina-
tion of auestionaires and essavs to
fp-- compile their information. .
Beckham ana student interns
tsked, schools across .the country
06O r-V
--J
Festival, held in
held in conjunction
Weekend. Photo
ibout the number of black students
ad faculty members they had,
ecial minority student assistance
.rograms, and black student social
life.
Black students at each of the
schools also wrote essays, Beck-
ham says, to give potential enrol-lee- s
an idea of the "general aca-
demic and. social climate toward
blacks."
' "We're not trying to be cute," he
saysr "We're trying to be helpful. --
We even
n
scrapped the idea ot
ranking the top 10 schools because
we felt it would detract from the
real purpose of the book."
Everywoman's editors sent ques-tionair- es
to over 3,000 colleges to
gather the information for the 582
listings in the book, Winnick says.
, Each listing discusses such
things as the percentage of women
graduating in "non-traditiona- l"
majors, women's programs, the
number of female athletes, the
quality of campus security, as well
as information on special programs
and organizations for women.
"When you list all these things
together." Winnick says, "you
up witn an atutuae oi now a
campus teeis about women, we
tnink it win answer a lot oi ques-
tions that today's women are ask-
ing, or should be asking."
The editors are counting on the
high cost of college to make the
guides successful, figiuing people
will want more help 7a choosing a
college and spending lot of money
on it. A similar imVdlse has other
observers expecting' future full of
special guides to women's colleges,
colleges with extensive evening
programs, junior colleges and may-
be even a gay students' guide.
Lovejoy's, which with 3,300 list-
ings and over 2,000 pages is the
guides.
"We don't really view them as
competition," says Rea Chris toffer-so- n.
Lovejoy's advertising director.
"We look at the specialized guides,
and even the general-intere- st sub-jective books like The Insider's
Guide and The Selective guide, as
supplements for students. Of
course, our's is the foundation."
"I think weJre - moving into a
situation where education is becom
ing much more consumer-oriented,- "
says Edward Fiske, New York
Times education editor and senior
editor of The Selective Guide to
Colleges.
"As the cost of college goes up,
people are becoming much more
choosey about where they'll spend
their hard-earne- d money."
The women's and black students'
guides, he says, "are two publicatio-
ns-that are meeting a real
need."
In fact, the guides' biggest hurdle
hasn't been competition from other
guides. It's been a lack Of coopera-
tion from the colleges they try to
profile. ?. -
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PRINCETON, N.J. (CPS) Old
soldiers may "just fade away," but
old Ivy Leaguers just seem to get
--richer, more conservative and
snobby.
At least that's the result of a
survey completed by the Princeton,
Harvard and Yale graduating
classes of 1957.
As part of their 25-ye- ar reunion
project earlier this year, alumni
from the three schools filled out a
' 149-questi- on survey on attitudes
about everything from how many
books they read to what they think
about Reaganomics.
"The 25th-ye- ar reunion classes
routinely do things like this," says
Jim Merritt, a Princeton - spokes-
man. "But this is the first time that
the classes from all three schools
' Princeton, Harvard and Yale
did the survey together."
in Ught of the controversy sur-
rounding some of the answers, this
may be the last year they do it, too
Merritt adds.
A significant number of alumni
defined themselves as racists, sex
ists and generally wealthy.
Only 36 percent of the Princetoni-an- s,
for instance, say they believe
black people are as intelligent as
whites. Forty-seve- n percent of the
Yale alumni and 55 percent of the
Harvard alumni adjudged the races
intellectually equal.
Seventy-thre- e percent of the
Princeton! ans agreed men and
women are equally intelligent, but,
again, more Yale and Harvard
grads 88 percent of them
proved to be liberal on the questi-
on.-..
Nearly half of the Princeton and
Yale alumni endorsed Reagonom-ic- s,
while Harvard's class, with
twice the number of registered
Democrats, overwhelmingly (64-3-6
percent) rejected Reaganomics.
Most of the survey covered ques-
tions concerning topics like book
reading, but the responses to politi-
cal and social questions have gen-
erated the most heat
"It's kind of a --worst-case scen-
ario' complains Merritt "Of all the
questions, the ones that were pulled
looooooBoacieooooooooooooooooo
For the first time,
the completed
ofyour dreams
temporary stylos.
pro-s- ot com stono to match 4lomomJ. omorold.
In o
out by the press are the three
regarding sex, race and politics. I
think the class regrets ever putting
those questions in." -
Officials from all three schools
have reacted cautiously, stressing
their students today are different
Twenty-fiv- e years ago, they say,
the schools especially Princeton
recruited . many students from
the Deep South, who still hold the
values of their generation, not of
their educations.
"I think that's a generalization
you could make about people' in
general," Merritt says. "The sur-
vey might be fairly representative
of older, middle-clas-s values in the
U.S." .
' But they aren't representative of
middle class wealth in the U.S.,
where average annual incomes
hover around $15,000.
Only five percent of the Prince-
ton and Harvard graduates con-
fessed to earning less than 820,000 a
year. Four percent of Yale's Class
of '57 earns leu than $20,000 a
year.
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Here At Wooster
Continued from Page 3
thinking about the past. In two
appearances at the College, histori-
an George L. Mosse. University of
Wisconsin at Madison, Hebrew Uni-
versity, Jerusalem, and The Uni-
versity of Munich, will consider the
sources of Nazism in the political
culture of Germany in the sym-
bol systems which dominated Ger-
man literature, art and popular
culture from the 19th century on-
ward, and their fatal and fateful
exploitation by the Nazi propagan-
da machine.
On Tuesday. April 28 at 8:15 p.m.
. in Mateer Auditorium, Prof. Mosse
will speak on "The German-Jewis- h
Dialogue: A Historian's Perspec-
tive." Mosse has argued that along-
side Zionism and religious Judaism
there exists a Jewish intellectual
heritage of critical, cosmopolitan
intellect, grounded in the classical
German idealist concept of Bil-dun- g,
humane cultivation of one's
self and the world. This German-Jewis- h
tradition has been a re-
source for liberal intellectuals
throughout the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries and in part
inspried the New Left in the 1960's.
This is a tradition on which much
of what we understand as liberal
education is based. The failure of
that tradition to confront the Nazi
horror has obvious implications for
us as teachers and students.
On Wednesday, April 27, at 2
p.m. in Lean Lecture Room Profes-
sor Mosse will hold an informal
discussion on Sexuality, Myth and
German politics. He has long
worked on racist stereotypes in
political culture and has done pi-
oneering research on he political
impact of racist cultural symbol-
ism. In recent years he has turned
his attention to sexuality in cultural
symbolism. The Wednesday forum
will raise questions about the rela-
tionship between patriarchal socie-
ty and fascist thought
Lest we think that cultural sym-
bols and their influence on a na-
tion's political life are past history,
we have only to look at our own
television programming and media
advertising campaigns. We might
look also at the contemporary polit
Flair Travel
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ical mood. American popular cul-
ture guns, guts and God helps
fuel the fires lighted across the
U.S. as the Elan joins forces with
para-milita- ry Neo-Na-zi organiza-
tions to target Jews and Blacks as
number one domestic enemies.
Groups like the Posse Comitatus(see last Sunday's Akron-Beaco- n --
Journal) describe themselves as
true American patriots, opposing
unjust taxes in the tradition of the
Boston Tea Party, upholding Amer-
ican values of freedom and inde-
pendence, and arming themselves
to fight the threats to the American
system: Communists, Jews, Blacks
and immigrants, who are lumped
together as a "they" that will rape,
pillage, murder, infiltrate and de-
stroy the United States and the
Christian Church.
Remembering the Holocaust in-
volves awareness of ways in which
our own cultural values and sym-
bols can be grotesquely distorted
and propagandized. It means asking
how values like economic prosperi-
ty, security and patriotism can be
used to oppress, degrade and de-
stroy. It means looking within to
find the heart of darkness.
How do good people survive in an
evil world? Machiavelli's question
informs George Mosse's teaching
and writing. Mosse first examined
this question in his study of 17th
century Puritan thought The Holy
Pretense, a description of the Puri-
tan tradition of casuistry, which
enables human beings to live in this
world while striving for the next to
sustain both virtue and physical
survival. It was a posture of com-
promise which German intellec-
tuals of the Weimar period were
unable to achieve they clung to
the absolute, to the ideal, and
ignored the growing unsavory reali-
ty. Mosse has followed his theme
through numerous books: The Ref-
ormation (1950), The Culture of
Western Europe; The Nineteenth
and Twentieth Centuries (1961),
The Crisis of German Ideology:
The Intellectual Origins of the
Third Reich (1964), Nasi Culture
(1966), and Toward the Final Solu-
tion: A History of European Rac-
ism (1977), among many others. .
A graduate of The University of
Cambridge, Haverford College and
Harvard University, Professor
Mosse has taught at the State
University of Iowa, at the Universi-
ty of Wisconsin, at Stanford Univer-
sity and at the Jewish Theolgoical
Seminary of America, at the Aus- -'
tralian University, at Capetown
University and at the University of
Munich.
Profesor Mosse's visit to Wooster
and the other events of Holocaust
Remembrance Week are made pos-
sible in part by the Ohio Humani-
ties Council, a state-base-d agency
of the National Endowment for the
Humanities, which makes grants to
non-prof- it organizations in Ohio for
public programs in the humanities.
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Job Market
(CPS) Despite some encourag-
ing signs that the nation's economy
may be starting to pull out of the
worst American recession since
World War n, the recovery has yet
to show up on campus, and proba-
bly won't in time to help this
spring's graduates find Jobs right
away, college placement officers
say.
In fact, campus recruiting and
the number of job offers to gradu-
ating seniors are down again this
spring, while experts say starting
salaries are lagging behind even
the declining inflation rate.
.
Even engineers and computer
science majors, who generally have
had their pick of Jobs in recent
years, are having more trouble
getting work this spring, the offl--
Vcersadd.
"Last year was a tough year, and
this year's going to be evenwbrse,"
warns. Victor Lindquist, placement
chief at Northwestern University
and director of the Endicott Re-
port, an annual survey of job pros-
pects for college grads nationwide.
"Companies keep waiting for this
recovery that thepresident's trying --
to jawbone into place, but it may
be a long time in coming," he
predicts.
Back in January, the Endicott
Report forecasted Americanbusi-nes- s
would offer the Class of '83 11
percent fewer jobs than it did the
Class of '82.
"Now," Lindquist says, "it's
even worse than we thought"
"For the Class of '83. it'll be the
toughest year since World War II,"
adds Jack --Shingleton, Michigan
State's placement director and co-
ordinator of that school's annual
--
. Other campus placement direc-
tors report spring recruitment is
off as much as 50 percent from last
year's depressed levels.
Consequently, the summer Job
market will be more crowded than
ever, with fewer jobs available as
companies continue to delay hiring
new employees.
"There'll be 1,300,000 students
graduating this spring," Shingleton
points out. "There'll be a million
rbsopen."Overall, Michigan State thinks
students with bachelor's degrees
frill get 17 percent fewer job offers
than a year ago.
Liberal arts majors will have the
hardest time finding work. Shingle-ton'- s
study found.
Things are better for electrical
engineers, computer science, busi- -
t-jae-
ss and other engineering grads,
I " ii a. am uui oraer. -
.-
- But there are still 12 percent
fewer engineering positionsavaila-bl- e
this year than last year, the
College Placement Council says.
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For Graduates Is Getting Worse
Similarly, even schools that are
faring relatively well this spring
are in terrible shape.
"Our recruitment is down about
25 percent, and we're one of the
fortunate ones," Lindquist says.
At New Mexico State University,
the number of employers recruiting
on campus is down a whopping 44
percent, placement director Steve
Salway says.
Company after company can-
celed recruiting visits, leaving sen-
iors' job search nothing short of
"horrendous," he says.
Twenty-fiv- e percent of the firms
scheduled to interview at Kentucky .
this spring canceled because they
"just aren't recruiting in order to
save money," Drema Howard,
UK's associate placement director,
says.
Alcoa Aluminum, Schumberger
Services and Dow Chemical,
among others, canceled their Ken-
tucky visits. Others including
bigemployers like Exxon, Union
Carbide, Ashland Oil and Armco
have cut back the number of inter-
views they grant students,Ho ward
adds.
Likewise, West Virginia Universi-
ty is suffering a 25 percent reduc-
tion in the number of visits by
corporate recruiters.
"U.S. Steel has cancelled eight
interview schedules. Gulf Oil has
canceled out altogether for a sec-
ond semester, and Alcoa has cut
back," grouses WVU Career Serv-
ices Director Robert Kent
"We're down about 36 percent
from a year ago in the number of
recruiters, and we have 18 percent
fewer students being interviewed,"
says Oregon State Associate Place-
ment Director Marjorie McBride.
"In the old days we'd have had
200 to 300 recruiters on campus in
the spring. This year it's in the 50s
bracket"
McBride is urging students to
"get out nd contact employers
directly," -- rather than relying on
campus interviews. "This year isjust the worst I've ever seen," she
moans.
"Well be hiring considerably less
this year," says Phil DeLong,
spokesman for American Tele-
phone and Telegraph'scollege re-
cruitment division. "Partly be-
cause of the economy, and partly
because of our divestiture proceed-
ings, we're taking a cautious, wait-- --
and-see attitude."
-- Texas Instruments' hiring is
down "about one-thir- d from 1980,"
says George Berryman, manager
of corporate college-relation- s. "But
we anticipate a pickup in the fall
and spring of nexfyetr," he adds, x
Hughes Aircraft's spring hiring is
down nearly 30 percent although
"we still have a heavy demand for
KHS
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electrical engineers and computer
scientists," says a company
spokesman.
"Our hiring managers are work-
ing slower and taking longer to
make decisions, though, because
the pace has slowed so much from
last year," he adds.
Hughes Aircraft's spring hiring is
down nearly 30 percent although
"we still have a heavy demand for
electrical engineers and computer
scientists," says a company
spokesman.
"Our hiring managers are work-
ing slower and taking longer to
make decisions, though, because
the pace has slowed so much from
last year," he adds.
"And with fewer recruiters and
fewer offers being made, many
placement directors have noted
that students are accepting the first
or second offer they receive," ob-
serves Linda Pengffly with the
College Placement Council.
"And salary offers are not in-
creasing like they were several
years ago," she adds. "For the last
few years we saw salaries increas-
ing by eight-to-te-n pec ent a year.
This year they've gone up only one-to-tw- o
percent"
Few experts, moreover, expect
things to improve greatly in the
near future.
"We're seeing a few sectors of
the market beginning to improve
like the defense sector but for
the most part the so-call- ed recov-
ery has yet to have an effect" says
Northwestern's Lindquist
"And for every one company that
may be hiring a few more people
this year, there are 10 who are
cutting back."
Even if the recovery begins to
whittle away at the unemployment
THE
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rate, adds Michigan State's Shin-
gleton, "the blue collar workers
will be brought back first Then
there'll be a considerable lag be-
fore companies start hiring white
collar people."
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Default Rate On Loans
May Rise: ACE Official
(CPS) The U.S. Department of
Education should be "realistic" by
bracing itself for an increasing
number of students defaulting on
their federal student loan payments
this year, says a top official with
the American Council on Education
(ACE).
With this summer's job market
likely to be the worst since World
War n campus job placement
experts are predicting that even
engineers and computer science
grads will have a tough time find-
ing work many grads simply
may not have the jobs, and thus the
income, to begin repaying their
student loans, ACE spokesman Bob
Aaron says.
The default rate on Guaranteed
Student Loans has risen steadily
since 1978, from 10.3 percent to 12.3
percent, according to the Depart-
ment of Education.
National Direct Student Loans
defaults, on the other hand, have
been edging downward for the last
five years, from a high of 17.7
percent in 1978 to 15.4 percent last
year.
More aggressive collection ef-
forts by the federal government
have helped ease the default rate,
experts say.
But as the job market for college
grads deteriorates this year, de-
fault rate could shoot up again.
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Aaron advises.
"Is it realistic to expect a student
with $10,000 worth of debt not to
default in today's job market?" he
asks.
"After all, with the kinds of jobs
and salaries available, many stu-
dents will be lucky just to keep
their heads above water."
Even searching for a job could
take months, he points out,"and
when you're starting a career there
are certain start-u- p costs mov-
ing expenses, clothing, and other
expenses thus have to come
before repaying a loan."
But the number of grads filing
for protection under bankruptcy
laws could increase if the economy
doesn't improve, says ACE policy
analyst Elane El-Khaw- as.
Right now the number of grads
who escape repaying their loans by
declaring bankruptcy is around one
percent, El-Khaw- as says.
"Most of those are genuine hard-
ship cases," she notes.
Some are more desperate than
others. In December, a federal
court turned down a former Wright
State University student who want-
ed to repay the school just one
percent of the amount she still
owed on her loan. After 36 months,
she would have paidback a total of
$14.82.
The court decided the former
Our Location Nearest You
WOOSTER:
305 DEALL AVE.
264-831- 9
student, who is now a teacher who
co-ow- ns some real estate in Ohio,
hadn't shown "good faith" when
she proposed repaying so little.
In what is perhaps a more typical
case, however, a California federal
court recently relieved a former
San Diego State student of her loan
obligation because the woman's
nervous disabilities and hearing
losses have prevented her from
holding a job for long.
Students can't apply for bank-
ruptcy protection until five or more
years after the loans originally
become due. Department of Educa-
tion spokesman Duncan Heimlich
points out.
"We're not really making any
protections on whether the job mar-
ket will raise the number of de-
faults." Helmrich says.
Even with the predicted tight job
market, "they'll still have nine
months to find jobs before loan
repayments have to start."
Moreover, "most defaulters havejobs and just have a the-govern-ment-gets-pai- d-last
attitude."
claims Virginia Powell, a U.S. at-
torney in Philadelphia who has
gone after number of loan dead-bea- ts
there.
U.S. attorneys in Philadelphia,
Cincinnati and Los Angeles have
gone as far as towing away the
cars of student loan defaulters.
And the Education Department
last fall installed a new computer
to help track down the estimated
one million former students who
still owe back loan payments.
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The Scotties' Betty Title In action. Photo by David SimbolL
Men's Tennis Places Fourth
At Denison U. Tournament
By WALT BAY
Bob Savltt and John Morlidge
continued their winning ways last
weekend, leading the Fighting
Scots tennis team to a fourth place
finish in the GLCA tournament at
i Denison University. The two day
tournament fielded four of the na-
tions top ranked teams. '
Savitt, who is currently ranked
15th in the nation, entered the first
singles division as the second seed.
' After a first round bye, he recorded
two straight victories to advance to
the finals.
In the finals, he met the number
one seed in the division, Ven John--
json,- - from Kalamazoo. Johnson,
who is ranked tenth in the nation,'
narrowly defeated Savitt 4-- 6, 6-- 2, 7-- 6.
"Both men played extremely
well," said Coach Hayden Schilling
commenting on the match. "It was
a great match, as good as you'll
see anywhere."
In the second singles division,
John Morlidge rebounded from a
second round loss to win the conso-
lation bracket and finish in third'
place. To gain third, Morlidge won
four consecutive pro set matches
on Saturday afternoon, the last
being a . 10--4 victory over Ohio
Wesleyan's Andy Huddle.
Savitt and Morlidge continued
their hot play in doubles as they
finished second in the first doubles
division. They advanced- - to the
finals with respective 6--3, 6--4, and --
6-4, 6-- 4 victories. In the finals, they
nation's eleventh nuked team from
sTa1emaAA Tit A CiAa9 nil Am 1rf
the hard fought match 4-- 6. 6-3.4--3.
"The team played extremely
well," said Schilling. "They beat
two tough teams to get into the
finals. They Just came up a little
short"
Two other players with impres-
sive finishes were Doug Hart and
Sherwood NewelL Hart, playing
fifth singles, gained the semi-fina- ls
before losing 7-- 5, 6-- 2. He finished
in fourth place.
Newell lost in the second round,
but fought through the consolation
bracket to finish in fifth place.
This past Tuesday,, the Scots
easily defeated Oberlin 9-- 0. With
the victory, they upped their con-
ference record to 5-- 1, and their
overall record to 7-- 7.
-- This Saturday, the team, will host
Wittenberg at 1:00. Wittenberg is
one of the better teams in the
conference and this figures to be a
very good match.
EI23EST- -
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Softball Faces. THE WQOSTER J
Witt Saturday SportsThe Wooster Scotties softball
team started their season this
quarter on a positive note. Taking a
1982 record of 1-- 10 to opening day
atarcn u, ine acoiues swept a
doubleheader from visiting Hiram
4-- 3, and 2--1.
To date, the Scotties have tallied
4 wins and 6 losses. Since the
Hiram games, the Scotties split a
doubleheader with Tiffin on April 5,
and dropped a doubleheader to
nationally ranked Cleveland State
University.
Last Saturday, the Scotties
dropped a tough decision, to Lake
land Community College 5--4 in nine
innings. The Scotties lost a 4--2 lead
in the top of the seventh when
Lakeland tied it, and then scored
again in the top of the 9th. Sopho-
more Jacquie Musacchia had two
hits toward the cause.
In the - second game . Saturday,
Wooster exploded to a 12--1 crush
over Capital University. Barb En- -
del pitched an outstanding game,
while adding two hits in each
game. Junior Maria Margevicius
led the Scotties offensively Satur-
day going 3 for 4 in the match
against Lakeland and 2 for 3 in toe
nightcap.
"We played an outstanding offen
sive and defensive game against
Capital," Coach Kathy Maksymics
stated, while pointing out the Scot- -
ties committed only --one defensive
error against Capital.
On Tuesday, the Scotties fell
short m a seventh inning rally
against Marietta College, losing 6-- 5.
In game two, the Scotties lost 6--1
while battling Marietta in 35 degree
weather.
Saturday the Scotties travel to
cedanriue to face Wittenberg, ML
Union and Cedarvflle. The Scotties
maxeineir nnai nome appearance
on Tuesday, April 26 against Bald-
win Wallace for a doubleheader
beginning at 4:00.
Tennis Team
Suffers Loss
To Kenyon
BY DON SANDFORD
The Women's Tennis Team suf--
fomwl their fifth setback this season
at the hands of the . Ladies ox
iTonvnn Thev were able to Dick UD
only two singles wins and two
doubles.
Firtitinff against a wind chill
foMnr that made it feel like 10
degrees, sophomore Lorraine Aten
and freshman Tern Manoney ooin
defeated their opponents in singles
competition. Mahoney then teamed
up with Penny Kramer to garner
the Scotties only oouoies win oi me
afternoon.
The Snotties have been havinff a
tough time of it this season as their
present 3-- 5 record snows. Tneir
hiffffeat nroblem has been the
weather which has limited them to'
onlv two outdoor oractices all sea
son. They have also lost their two
top players from last year. .
Coach Maria "Doc" Sexton does
not foresee as good a finish this
year as the Scotties had last year.
They will be counting on the skills
nf nnmher of vounser slavers
(Le. Mahoney" and Aten), but she
did not predict any ox them mazing
Jit
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Wooster's Andy Baird straggles to keep up with Mount Union and
Ohio Wesleyan in last weekend's invitational- - Wooster placed third in
the meet. Photo by Cheryl Lower.
Wims, Famed Woo Athlete;
Named New
Dr. Lu Wims, athletic director
and head basketball coach at Cen
tral State University, has been
named head basketball coach at
The College of Wooster and will
succeed Bill Brown, who was per
forming those duties on a one year
temporary contract after the resig
nation of Al Van Wie last year. '
Mr. - Van Wie will return next
year as athletic director.
The decision to look for a new
basketball coach was made last
spring after Van Wie retired. The
search was completed in the early
fall, and a public announcement
was made after this year's basket
ball season. Next year Mr. Brown
will take over the head basketball
coaching positions at Kenyon.
Wims took over a struggling atn- -
letic program at CSU in 1973, and
increased the number of sports
offered from five (none for women)
to 14, with 6 for women. His basket-
ball teams have amassed a 161-9- 3
record and made five post-seaso-n
appearances. He was selected
NAIA District 22 and Area 5 Coach
of the Year in 1976 and 1978.
A 1961 College of Wooster gradu
ate, Wims is the only athlete in
Scot history to win 12 letters (four
An
In
SUN
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CUTIS
B-Ball Coach
each In football, basketball . and
track). He earned AO-Ohi- o Confer-
ence honors in football and basket--
ball and still holds the school
record for the discus and shot .
Continued oa Page 12
Adventure
Delightful Dining
COMPLETE BANQUET
FACUTES UP TO 64 PEOPLE
wsscsaas up to 123 people
TUES -- SAT 11-- 2 DINNER 5-- 8
11:30-- 8 CLOSED MONDAYS
'
PON RESCIIVATIONS CAl I,
2G4-234- 1
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Scots Stung By Jackets A, ' M.Hi ' i.V
In Double-Head- er Action V i
The Fighting Scot baseball team
had their seven game winning
streak snapped by the Yellow-Jacke- ts
of Baldwin-Wallac- e as they
dropped both ends of last Satur-
day's double-heade- r, 5-- 0 and 8--2.
In the opener, Scot starter Sean
Derrick was tagged for two runs in
the first inning. A three-ru- n homer
in the third rounded out the Jack-
et's scoring attack in the game.
After a disappointing offensive
showing in the first game, the Scotsjumped out to a 2--1 second inning
lead in game two behind Steve
Czwelga's RBI single. But the Yellow-
-Jackets posted two runs in the
third and hit starter Rob Hatfield
hard in the fourth for four runs to
seal the victory for B--W.
But the weekend was not all bad
for the Scots as they swept the
visiting yeomen from Oberlin Col-
lege in a Friday double-heade-r, 5-- 2
.
and 6--0. In these games, the Scots
were lead by the strong pitching of
Drew Reynolds and Terry Wolfe.
Reynolds, now 4-- 0, was tagged for a
run early as the Yeomen's leadoff
hitter homered to leftfield. After
yielding another run in the second,
Reynolds shut down Oberlin for the
final five innings of the contest.
The Wooster attack was led by
senior John Wachtel with a single
and a double. Junior Jeff Cox went
two for three including a triple, and
freshman Bobby Tribbey had two
hits as well.
In the second game, starter Ter-
ry Wolfe hurled six shutout innings
with Dave Hadzinsky supplying
strong seventh inning support The
Scots got on the board early behind
the bats of Steve Czwelga (sacrifice
fly) and Mike Berg (RBI single).
The win was secured when the
Scots scored a pair of runs in both
the third and the fourth innings.
. After the weekend's action, the
Scots stand at 11-1- 1 overall and 5--2
in the OAC. Wooster is on the road
today as they travel to M alone for
one game. Tomorrow the Scots will
pay the Student Princes of Heidel-
berg' a visit as the teams do battle
in an important OAC
WILDERNESS FIELD STUDIES
EARN COLLEGE CREDIT
Natural history, wildlife
studios, nature writing,
nvlremantal philosophy.
Hold acology. Coursos
for ltt In tho PacificNW. Slorra Nevada, Utah.
Hawaii. SprlngSwmmar
Fall Quarters available.
For information write or
phone:
Sierra Institute, Carriage House. Box C
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
Santa Cruz. CA 9594
(453)429.2761 -
Driuo Thru
Located at tht
We carry a large
Imported beers and
423 Eest Llborty
262-334-4
of Deall Avonuo
selection or aomestic ana
wines as state minimum
prices.
Monday thru Thursday 11 cm to 11 pm
Friday and Saturday 11 en to 1 cm
Wims Named
B-B- all Coach
Continued from Page XI
In 1871 he became the youngest
member to be voted into the Woos-
ter Athletic HaH of Fame. He also
Is a member of the Summtty Coun-
ty Hall of Fame.
An assistant basketball, football
and track coach at Wooster for two
years after graduation. Wims
coached at Kenmore and South
high schools in Akron while earning
his master's degree at Kent State
University (1968) and his doctorate
In physical education at Ohio State
University (1970).
He was head track coach and
assisted in football and basketball
at Winston-Sale- m (N.C.) State Uni
versity (1971-7- 2) and head track
coach and assistant football coach
at Wooster (1972-7-3) before moving
to Central State.
'h
Wooster! Men's Lacrosse team defeated Wittenberg 21-- 3 in action
last Saturday afternoon. Photo by Cheryl Lower.
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Freeze Leaders Seek To Draw
Greater Student Involvement
(CPS) In an effort to Involve
more students in what has been a
largely faculty-ru- n campus nuclear
freeze movement, anti-nuk- e organ-
isers are preparing to play games
with the American student body.
Heeding advice from campus ac-
tivists to come up with "creative
alternatives to the same old rheto-
ric" or risk letting the movement
die of apathy, movement leaders
are sending out .copies of a huge
game called "Firebreaks" to, cam-
puses nationwide.
The game, to be played out
through the month of Aprfl. lets the
players assume the roles of U.S.
and Soviet leaders trying to tiptoe
their way through a nuclear con-
frontation.
Ground Zero The national pro--
MATSOS
FAMILY RESTAURANT
GREEK FOOD AND PIZZA
154 West Liberty Street
(Adjacent corner from Fresdlandcrs)
Hours: Monday-Thursda- y 11 a.m.-1- 1 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 11 ajiu-fMdnlg- ht
Sunday Noon-l- i p.m.
Extra large pizza receive $1.59 off
Cog. large pizza rocolvo $1.CO off
Medium size pizza receive 75$ off
Small plxza receive IZt off
freeze coalition which drew world-
wide attention for its Ground Zero
Week activities last April has
made a number of other changes
this year, again at the behest of its
campus reps, wno lor some ume
have feared the movement was
stagnating and failing to attract
widespread participation from stu
dents. -
"We're calling this spring's
events 'Son of Ground Zero' be-
cause it has changed and evolved
so much from last year's Ground
Zero Week," says group spokesman
Ellis Woodward.
The most obvious change:
Ground Zero Week has become
Ground Zero Month. '
"People are now aware there is a
threat." Woodward explains. "Now
we want to restructure people's
thinking to show them how easllj
world events could lead to a nucle-
ar confrontation."
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